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Powermesh 2 Gang Switch in Black

$198.00

DESCRIPTION

The Powermesh multi-purpose switch is so much more than just a simple
switch. App and voice control brings a new level of convenience at the switch,
turning on lighting, heat lamps, garage lights, the electric oven, exhaust fans
and anything else in the home.

 

The Behaviour Link feature allows you to connect switches in different parts of
the home, so you can control it from either switch. You can also link a switch to
a fan controller, power point or dimmer and the behaviour (dimming, change
fan speed, turn on/off) will work from any of the linked switches. With no extra
wiring, this is a renovator's dream solution. Set links in the Zimi app, easily
relink them later if you change your mind.

 

Take control of all your switches anywhere, anytime with the free Zimi app.
Turn them on and off, set automatic schedules, auto off timers, check energy
use and also share your Powermesh network with family members, so
everyone has smart control on their phone.

 

Voice control* your switches for hands-free convenience, using either Google
Assistant, Amazon Alexa or Siri Shortcuts. 'Turn off the bathroom heat lamp'.
'Turn on the security lights at 8pm'. Add a switch command to a Voice Routine
and automate multiple things with a single phrase.

*Voice control requires the Zimi Cloud Connect (sold separately), a compatible
smart home speaker, and an active internet connection.

 

Visit www.zimi.life to learn more about how you can make life easier and
smarter every day. 

SPECIFICATIONS

SKU 299193
Brand Powermesh
Weight (kg) 0
Globe Quantity 0
Depth (mm) 0
Height (mm) 116
Globe Included No
Product Type Accessories
Width (mm) 75.5
Voltage 240V
Reversible No
Double Insulated No
Colour/Finish Black
Material ABS
Style Modern

https://www.beaconlighting.com.au/zimi-cloud-connect
https://www.beaconlighting.com.au/www.zimi.life

